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Railroad workers 1800s to 1900

The railways also differed between fairness and toughness in their relations with their employees. Some managers believed they paid their livelihoods and accepted the right of workers to set up work organisations and to trade collectively. Others took the view that the work was goods purchased at the lowest cost, not counting the
persons involved. The recession of the 1870s brought these practices into sharp relief when the Pennsylvania Railroad and other roads were hit by the 1877 economic downturn. Train and engine crews attacked the protest and violence erupted when state troopers were sent to work trains. So great was the worker's hostility toward the
Pennsylvania Railroad that the revolt damage to their property totaled more than $2 million. Advertising in 1877. The serious strikes of 1888 and 1894 further polarized the railway's work and management, as they showed the human cost of laissez-faire capitalism and rapid industrialization. Throughout the period, crafty rail promoters
manipulated Wall Street and found ingenious ways to fleece investors. Rascals like Daniel Drew, who bled the Erie Railroad for tens of millions of dollars, sparked the concept of Robber Baron and personified the company in America as the average employee. In fairness, it should be noted that most managers were honest and sincerely
interested in building their own businesses. And while the railways were created by millionaires at a fantastic pace, many of the railway's fortunes were the basis of great philanthropic work. Stanford University, Johns Hopkins hospitals and art museums across the country are just some of the institutions created from the legacies of
nineteenth-century railroad leaders. As the country emerged from the civil war, perhaps 150,000 men and women worked on the railways, thousands more (no one knows how much) were dealing with collateral work. By 1900, the number of railway workers exceeded one million, tens of thousands earning a living in related areas, such as
the production of railway stocks. These railroad riders were men and women of all races, faiths and political persuasions. There was discrimination to be sure. Blacks and Latinos may be firefighters, but not engineers; qualified occupations and trade union membership were open to the lack of choice; sometimes jobs were assigned on the
basis of religion; and the most recent immigrants usually considered the dirtiest, most dangerous and lowest-paid jobs. The railroad was a mirror of American society in general, with all its shortcomings and opportunities, but it was also a means of rebuilding the country. Nowhere was this more obvious than transporting immigrants to their
new homes. Some railways in Europe actually worked as agents to recruit entire families and villages to tolerable land served by the traces of the company. Other routes offered special trains to meet ships that brought more than 8 million New Americans to the country between 1870 and 1900. Almost 789,000 migrants arrived in 1882
alone, and most travelled at least some distance by rail. The extensive coverage of the rail network meant that these new Americans could spread across the country, rather than focus on eastern cities. The railroad, in fact, is being mixed into a melting pot. An old engraving that shows an idealist, a romantic view of progress during the
Industrial Revolution of the 1800s in America. It is from a Victorian engineering book in the 1880s. The illustration shows the ground scene of the railway, the train, the covered bridge, the paddle steamer, the factory, the mine and the workers. An old engraving that shows an idealist, a romantic view of progress during the Industrial
Revolution of the 1800s in America. It is from a Victorian engineering book in the 1880s. The illustration shows the railway, the train, the covered bridge, the paddle steamer, the factory, me and employees. bridge-paddle-steamer-factory-and-workers-image382822715.html Antique 1891 photo, coal filling platform on the NYLE&amp;W rail
line. Exact location unknown. SOURCE: ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH Antique 1891 photo, coal filling platform on the NYLE&amp;W rail line. Exact location unknown. SOURCE: ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH Mick Nussbaum, director of the Meridian Railroad Museum, examines railroad workers canceled paychecks from the late 1800s in
Meridian, Mississippi. Mick Nussbaum, director of the Meridian Railway Museum, examines the cancelled paychecks of railway workers from the late 1800s in Meridian, Mississippi. Pacific Railroad Workers Engraving, who builds the tunnel, from the book Crofutt's new land tourist and Pacific coast guide, in 1879. Courtesy Internet
Archive. () Engraving of Pacific railway workers to build a tunnel from the book Crofutti's new land tourist and Pacific coastal guide, 1879. Courtesy Internet Archive. Val Verde County, Texas October, 2005: Graffiti of railway workers in 1888 at Parida Cave on the Rio Grande River, where the rail line was in use for 10 years to link the west
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race riot, The killing of Denis Powell, 1872 Workers who build the trail across the 1860s intercontinental railroad. Hand-painted wood-cut workers who cross the Great Plains to an intercontinental railway in the 1860s woodcut . Courtesy Internet Archive. () Engraving of railway workers in tunnel 12 at Strong's Canyon in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, from the book Pacific Tourist, 1877. Courtesy Internet Archive. () L'heure du repos, près d'Argamasilla [Recreation, near Argamasilla] Page illustration from Davillier's book Spanish [L'Espagne], Jean Charles, barón, 1823-1883; Doré, Gustave, 1832-1883; Published in Paris by Libreria Hachette, 1874 L'heure du repos, près
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